How Can This Mermaid
Help You Unlock Your
Plant’s Hidden Potential?
hemicellulase, just to name a recognizable few
for the plant science nerds out there.

Getting people’s attention these days can be
difficult. So we’ve decided to get the word
out about our enzyme supplement with
“Meri”. She’s the new mascot for
Sensizym, the sensible enzyme
supplement.

Here’s the simple arithmetic: multiply
the speed at which your plants
photosynthesize by a significant factor,
and then add that to the extra
growing power your plants have
from not only a clean root zone,
but the extra high-quality food
that the enzymes are feeding
to your roots. Bigger, more
profitable plants? You bet.

What makes Sensizym so
special? So sensible?

It’s Not Dead on
the Shelf, For One
We’re not kidding when we
say it’s normal for enzyme
supplements to be reported
completely inert on the shelf,
as in, before you’ve even had
the opportunity to waste
your money on them.
Enzymes are tricky to keep
alive in a bottle. But our
team of plant scientists
takes pride in their work, so
this problem doesn’t exist for
Sensizym. Which is why
Sensizym is guaranteed
to perform at full throttle
or your money back. See
below for details...

How Does It Work?
Sensizym serves two basic functions in your root zone.
1. Turning organic “garbage” into usable food to clean up the
root zone.
2. Speed up photosynthetic reactions...
Sensizym contains the widest spectrum of enzymes of any
product on the market.
There are 88 types of enzymes in Sensizym, each working to keep
your root zone running like a well-oiled machine. These include
classes of enzymes like xylonase, cellulase, beta-gluconase, and

The Sensizym
Guarantee

Meri

Sensizym is guaranteed to
be fully active at the time of
purchase. If you’re not thrilled
with how Sensizym improves the
size and quality of your plants,
return the unused portion for a
full refund of the purchase price
(remember to bring your proof
of purchase).
Visit your local hydro store and
ask for Sensizym today!

Read what growers are saying about

Sensizym!

Jay, from Earlysville, Virginia “I started using Sensizym to get more out of
Piranha, Voodoo and Tarantula. I saw that my veg phase plants grow faster now,
and the roots are stronger. The rockwool is cleaner. This stuff works!”
Bryan Eichorn “Three Part, Big Bud, Overdrive, Sensizym, Bud Candy- Nuff
said.”
Luke, from Chico, California “To be honest, I have no idea what an enzyme
is or what it does. I bought this because the hydro store guy said to when I was
having problems with root rot. Well I don’t have the root rot problems anymore
and I also see that Sensizym made the plants bushier. So I think this is a great
product for sure.”

advancednutrients.com/Sensizym

Visit your local hydroponics
store today and ask for
Sensizym for your garden!

